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CashTrans Celebrates the Contribution of Two Retiring Executives
CashTrans entire team recognizes the exceptional contribution of two retiring executives, Jack Daniel and Buddy Medlock.
"To a great extent, both of these outstanding managers are responsible for our exceptional growth and success," states
Ronney Henderson, CashTrans Chairman and CEO. "Both Jack and Buddy have been part of this organization from the
beginning. They are both responsible for laying a foundation for success based on unquestioned integrity and
unmatched service. Without their contribution we could never have achieved the growth and results we have today,"
continues Henderson.
Jack Daniel was recruited by Ronnie Austin, CashTrans Founder and Vice Chairman and he was
the first manager to join the CashTrans management team in 1997. Jack Daniel's hard work and
dedication in managing the daily operations has ensured the highest levels of client
satisfaction and continuous improvements in productivity, quality and cost controls.
Jack came to CashTrans from Community Trust Bank where he spent two years serving as the
ATM Supervisor. He received his management degree from Georgia State University in 1961
and after graduation, he owned and operated a sporting goods store in Mableton, Georgia for
32 years. Jack will continue to serve on the board of directors along with Ronnie Austin and
Ronney Henderson and also advise the new management team on a regular basis but plans to
spend more time hunting, fishing and with his family. He and his wife Joyce of 46 years, have
two children and three grandchildren.
Jack Daniel

Buddy Medlock also joined CashTrans in 1997 and created the ATM installation and service department. Once the
department was fully established Buddy assumed his current position of Vice President, Technical Support.
In this position, Buddy has had the daunting responsibility of managing all equipment
installations and the entire maintenance of approximately 1,000 CashTrans ATMs located
throughout the Southeast and Texas. Buddy’s exceptional performance is reflected in a 95%
client satisfaction rating based on recent client surveys.

Buddy Medlock

Buddy joined CashTrans after retiring from a 30-year career in technical support at BellSouth.
After retirement he was recruited by Community Trust Bank to serve as an ATM service
technician and shortly thereafter, he was asked to join the CashTrans team. Much like Jack,
Buddy will continue to advise the new management team but will focus more time on his
hobbies and family. Buddy is an avid outdoorsman who enjoys hunting, fishing and boating. He
and his wife Lyda of nearly 41 years have a daughter Connie, who resides in metro Atlanta.
Buddy also attended Georgia State University with a focus on business administration.

"We invite all of our clients and those in the industry who have worked with Jack Daniel and Buddy Medlock to join us
in expressing our deepest gratitude. It has been a distinct honor to work alongside Jack and Buddy who have taught all
of us at CashTrans so much," states Fred Ethridge, President. The new management team consisting of Fred Ethridge,
President; Allison Morgan, Vice President and CFO; Alan Beamer, Vice President and Head of Service Department; and
Russ Schoper, Interim Marketing Director, will all work tirelessly to continue the legacy that these two men will leave us
after their retirement.
For more information about CashTrans and all of the our products and services, please contact Fred Ethridge at 770-9416680 X35 or visit www.cashtrans.com.

